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Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine 

 

Brief Introduction 

The double chambers vacuum packaging machine is ideal equipment for packing 

meat products, seafood, medicine, electronic components, hardware, and medical 

instruments etc. 

It can vacuum seal most plastic and plastic-aluminum laminated bags.  

 

Features 

1. Quality guaranteed by best structure and famous brand components: 

       (b) BUSCH vacuum pump, 100-200m3/h; 

       (a) SUS304 food grade stainless steel structure,  5mm thickness; 

       (c) Digital time relay, CHINT AC contactor 

       (d) All other electric parts conform to CCC certification 

     (e) Silicon material vacuum tube 
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 2. Machine constructed complying to CE rules in terms of safety and hygiene. 

 3. Microcomputer control system & electrical box are waterproof 

 4. The vacuum and package sealing is finished automatically. Parameter of sealing 

and vacuum can be adjusted accurately.  

 5. Each seal wire is controlled individually by a set of transformer, time relay, A.C. 

contactor, ensures temperature uniformity of heating bar; Thermal fuse is installed 

to protect heating bar/sealing wire, reduce maintenance cost. 

 6. Equipped with braking wheels for easy machine’s moving. 

 7. Vacuum chamber with solid height adjustable filler plates, applicable for various 

mass production factories 

8. Double locking system for chamber lid support, ensure the chamber lid fasten 

firmly to the working plate for best quality vacuum and sealing, prevent lid 

deformation during its service life. 

9. Overlap sealing function available 

10. Regular size: DZ600/2S, sealing bar length 600mm, quantity 2*2,  

DZ600/4S, sealing bar length 600mm, quantity 4*2, for small packs,  

DZ800/2S, sealing bar length 800mm, automatic chamber swing.  
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Specifications 

 

Model No. DZ600/2S DZ600/4S DZ800/2S DZ850/2S 

Chamber Size mm 690*620*160 720*620*90 920*780*220 970*780*220 

Sealing Bar 600mm*2 600mm*4 800mm*2 850mm*2 

Packing Speed 3-6 cycles/minute 

Power Supply 380V/50HZ/3Phase, or customize 

Overall Size mm 1400*720*950 1420*800*950 1835*910*1060 1935*960*1060 

Pack MAX. Length mm 490 260 620 630 

Vacuum Pump BUSCH 100 BUSCH 100 BUSCH 200 BUSCH 200 
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Customize Details 

The double chamber vacuum packaging machine share the same characters with our 

other vacuum packaging machines---maximum hygiene and durability with food 

grade SUS 304 stainless steel,  top quality components and highly customizable 

details as shown in below: 

1. Machine size and chamber size, sealing bar distance all customizable. 

2. Working plate can be flat or concave, to package different kinds of foods. 

3. Chamber lid appearance can be flat or heightened. 

4. Different vacuum pump choices 

5. Pneumatic auto lifting arms for lid closing and opening system to improve 

packaging capacity. 

6. Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP) is available. 

 

 

Product Images 
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Our Services 

 

1. Whole machine has one year warranty exclude wearable parts such as silicone 

plate, film, and so on. 

2. For thermoforming vacuum packaging machines, overseas installing service 

available. 

3. We have multiple after-sale service including online guiding, engineering, service 

install and tuning service and so on. 

4. Special overseas engineering service is available, but not included in the warranty. 

5. Other items or services requirements can be negotiated 

 

 

Contact Information 
 

Contact person: Kevin (Sales Manager) 

Website: www.kbtfoodpack.com 

Email: admin@kbtfoodpack.com 

Mobile: 0086-15006621108 

Whatsapp / Wechat: 008615006621108 

Youtube: Channel Link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC68IpZGKoo3Ly9ELCpuNd_Q

